Hi Chris,
I'm delighted to today receive some fantastic feedback from Hayden regarding his treatments
with you. I believe he has been several times over the past 5-6 weeks and he has sent out
some great feedback and clips for the Board to view before tonight's Board meeting.
I am very enthused about the combination of treatments you offer and am delighted that
Hayden's feedback and results back up my initial view that this could be of huge huge benefit
to burn survivors.
I must say I have woken up on more than one occasion wondering about the possibility of
franchises, subsidies for burn patients etc. I really really hope the Board is as enthusiastic
about this as Hayden and myself and that they choose to take a fresh approach to what the
BSG does and tap into this as a way of offering some real, tangible help and support to many
many burn survivors.
After much deliberation, I have decided that I will be leaving Burn Support Group to take up
a new role at the beginning of June. A number of factors both personal & professional have
lead me to accept a job offer with a medical research institute that's based in Wellington but
wants to develop its profile and gain more support in the upper North Island.
I'll be an advocate of Bodywall and will certainly consider booking myself & loved ones in
for treatments in the future.
The opportunity to cross paths may well arise in my next role and I hope you don't mind if I
contact you if any opportunities for promoting Bodywall arise.
Thank you for leaving your card on the car and for your pursuit of better health for burn
survivors.
You enthusiasm and dedication is infectious and inspirational!
Best wishes to you and for the further success of your ventures,
Heather Vermeer
:)
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